Abstract-By converting color face image into HSI color space from RGB color space, getting face image templates of H, S, I three channels, using HSI-PCNN algorithm extracts facial feature sequence of three channels, the feature sequence can be used for face recognition. Through experimental comparison, this method can distinguish facial features well and has Strong robustness. Compared to the original PCNN method as well as the others face recognition methods, the detection process of HSI-PCNN face recognition method is simple and the recognition rate is very high.At the same time, this method is easy to implement in embedded DSP system. This paper realizes face recognition using the method of HSI-PCNN which retains the color information of face skin, the innovation of this paper is to study the method of innovation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Face is one of the most important biological features of human. It reflects many important biological information, such as identity, gender, race, age, facial expressions and so on [1] . With the rapid development of computer technology, face recognition based on computer vision and pattern recognition has become a hot issue in recent years. These include various recognition fields, such as face detection, face recognition, facial expression recognition etc.
Nowadays, there are many methods can be used for face recognition. For example, geometric construction method, algebraic feature method, using machine learning method for face recognition and so on. These methods play an important role in the development of face recognition, and have achieved remarkable results.
Based on the study of existing face recognition methods [2] , using the method of artificial neural network (ANN), especially considering the precision and efficiency of face recognition, this paper presents a new method of pulse coupled neural network (PCNN) for face recognition based on HSI color space [3] , this method employs the recognition principle of pulse coupled neural network [4] , it retains the color feature of face, matching face by HSI-PCNN feature. The characteristic of HSI-PCNN method is preserving image information to the greatest extent. This method extracts image features through three-channel, compared with general methods of face recognition, the new method improves the recognition rate and efficiency, and this method is very suitable for hardware implementation, it has very strong practicability in the field of embedded face recognition.
This paper proposes a new method of face recognition. Judging from the current research results, there is no one using HSI-PCNN method for face recognition. Traditional methods of face recognition are mainly based on gray images, lossing the color information of face, recognition results will be affected, HSI-PCNN method can slove this problem. The innovation of this paper is to study the method of innovation.
Nowadays, the development of embedded hardware system is very rapid, applications of image recognition are required realizing in embedded system. The algorithm proposed in this paper is simple and easy for realization in DSP. This algorithm uses less training samples, the speed of recognition is fast. At the same time, image recognition method based on PCNN has very strong robustness, is very suitable for embedded system [5] .
II. PROPOSED SCHEME

A. PCNN Introduction
The artificial neural network is an emerging discipline in recent years. It involves neurophysiology, electronics, computer science, mathematics and other disciplines, it has been widely applied in many areas, such as artificial intelligence, information processing, pattern recognition and automatic control.
Artificial neural network is composed of many neurons with certain structure. The parallel distributed computing principle of neurons, fast learning algorithm, effective cognitive system of artificial neural network caused attentions and extensive researchs of lots of scholars. Today, it has made many researching progresses on artificial neural network, researchers have proposed many kinds of artificial neural network models, such as BP network model, Hopfiele network, M-P network model, CNN network model, PCNN network model.
Pulse coupled neural network (PCNN) is a new kind of neural network, it developed from the research of synchronous oscillation phenomenon in visual cortical neurons of cat in the case of external pulsing [6] . It is known as the third generation artificial neural network, compared with the traditional artificial neural network model, it concerns the characteristics of dynamic neurons, time and space combined, automatic wave propagation, synchronous pulse distribution and so on. In PCNN, neurons with similar input produce pulses at the same time, it can make up for spatial incoherence and the small changes of amplitude in input data, and preserving the image region information completely. At present it has been successfully used in image smoothing, image segmentation, target identification and feature extraction. This makes the PCNN has high research value and broad application prospects. In recent years, the working principle of PCNN and its applications in image processing, radar and sonar, electronic industry, medicine and health, speech signal processing and other fields have been widely developed in domestic and abroad.
B. HSI-PCNN Image Recognition Method
The PCNN model is a feedback network composed of a plurality of PCNN neurons which connect to each other, every neuron is composed of three parts: input part, internal modulator and a pulse generator [7] , the PCNN neuron model is shown in figure 1 :
Modulation field
Pulse generation field Each pixel of image can be seen as a neuron, figure.1 uses the (i,j) neuron as an example to illustrate the interaction between the neurons of pulse coupled neural network. I ij represents the external pulse input, F ij represents feedback input, Lij represents linear link input, represents the output of the neuron, U ij represents internal activity of neurons, represents dynamic threshold. When U ij is greater than T ij , the neuron of PCNN generates output. When a neuron generates pulse output, it stimulates the dynamic threshold T ij increasing sharply, the threshold increases to ensure neuron will not produce the second pulse output immediately. No pulse output will lead threshold to decay exponentially, when the threshold drops below the internal activities U ij , neuron will generate pulse output again. Above changes go round and round, then pulse output as the input of other neurons affects the output of other neurons. This is the working principle of PCNN.
PCNN neuron discrete equations are as follows:
In the equation (1),
is the nth feedback input of the neuron, I ij is external pulse input, F  is attenuation coefficient, F V is constant potential of
which is in Internal connection matrix M represents the weighted coefficient of
is internal activity of neurons. In the equation (4),
is 1, this is called neuron firing; when
is 0, it is called neuron misfiring.
Neurons are fired during each iteration, the fired pixels will pulse adjacent pixels firing, generating pulse wave spreads outward. It can generate the pulse ignition rate sequence by capturing the information of fired pixels in each iteration, the sequence can be used as feature for image recognition.
Because of the PCNN method for image feature extraction is simple and feasible, PCNN is widely studied and applied in the field of image recognition. Traditional PCNN method for image recognition has two types, the first one is extracting the entropy sequence of image as recognition feature during the iterative process; the second is extracting the pulse ignition time sequence for recognition feature during the iterative process.
But traditional PCNN method for image feature extraction is base on gray image, discarding the color information of image. In the filed of image recognition where color information is very important for the image, the recognition rate of traditional PCNN method is not high.
Aiming at the disadvantage of the traditional PCNN image recognition method, this paper presents a new PCNN method for image recognition base on HSI color space, which is called HSI-PCNN. Using this method, color image is converted to HSI color space from RGB color space first, then extracting pulse ignition rate sequence from H, S, I, three components in image, calculating correlation degree of the sequences, the highest correlation degree corresponds to the recognition result. In the process of feature extraction, pulse ignition rate sequence represents the fired rate of neurons during all iterative processes. This method preserves the color imformation of image, then completing the image recognition by matching pulse ignition rate sequence with the sequence template library. This method improves the recognition rate of color image greatly.
Flow chart of Image recognition algorithm base on HSI-PCNN method is shown as follows: In order to reduce chromatic aberration and distortion of the image in the process of image processing, image is converted to HSI color space from RGB color space in pretreatment [8] . RGB color space model and HSI color space model are shown in figure 3 . This paper adopts piecewise defined method completing conversion from RGB color space to HSI color space, the conversion formulas are as follows:
In the above equations, H, S, I are three components of HSI color space, H represents Hue, S represents Saturation, I represents Intensity. R, G, B are three components of the RGB color space, representing red, green and blue respectively. Where the value of R, G, B is normalized to 0~1. Max and Min represent the minimum and maximum value. 
S is
S which is the pulse ignition rate sequence of image, the sequence represents the ignition ratio of three channels in n iterations. The pulse ignition ratio sequence is the recognition feature of HSI-PCNN image recognition method. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESUTLS
A. Face Recogniton Rate Using HSI-PCNN Method
Base on the above principles, this section will use the HSI-PCNN method for face recognition experiments. This paper takes a group of facial expression images as sample for face feature extraction and matching experiments. Each channel of face image in HSI color space processes 30 iterations, each iteration generates a pulse ignition rate, so that each image generates a pulse ignition ratio sequence which contains 90 numbers, then calculating the correlation degree of face images for face matching. The image with highest correlation degree is the correct recognition result. The experiment selected 12 color face images randomly in the face database, then calculating the correlation degree of these images mutually. Face images are shown in Figure 4 and the calculation results of correlation degree are shown in Table 1 . Pulse ignition ratio sequences of image were extracted by MATLAB. The comparisons of the sequence maps between corresponding face images are shown in figure 5 . The comparative results of pulse ignition ratio sequences shows that the feature sequences of the same person are almost the same.
Table1 shows the correlation degree of corresponding faces.
It can find that the correlation degree of pulse ignition ratio sequences for the same person is the highest. The experimental results illustrate that the face recognition method based on HSI-PCNN is very effective.
In order to verify the universality of HSI-PCNN method using for face recognition, this paper selected face images of 20 persons as experimental samples from the face database, each person selected 5 images for training with HSI-PCNN method, the total number of images used for training was 100. Mean pulse ignition ratio sequence of 5 images was selected as recognition feature. Then selecting the others 15 images of each person for recognition, total number of images used for recognition was 300. A part of images are shown in Figure 6 . The face recognition experiment using HSI-PCNN method simulated by MATLAB, the face recognition rate of 300 images is 99.2%.
In order to compare with the previous PCNN method for image recognition, the above images are converted to gray space, using conventional GRAY-PCNN method for face recognition in MATLAB.A part of gray images of face and the comparison of feature sequences are shown in figure 7 and figure 8 .
It can see from the above pictures, pulse ignition time sequences of gray images which are belong to different persons are similar. So that using the gray feature only for face recognition will reduce the recognition rate.
Using 400 gray face images for face recognition, the recognition rate is 85.2%. 
B. Robustness Experiments
In order to verify the robustness of HSI-PCNN method, this paper has also processed the face image recognition experiment using images which are scaled or rotated.
This paper processed the face image rotation experiment at first, selecting HSI-PCNN features of 20 persons which were used in the above experiment as matching templates, then taking 200 images which had been recognised in above experiment, these images were rotated with random angles, then extracting the features of these images with HSI-PCNN method. A port of images which were rotated in this experiment is shown in figure 9 .
Two images were selected in figure 9 for comparison experiment. The result is shown in figure 10 . Figure 9 shows that the pulse ignition ratio sequences of images have no change after rotating. This paper used 200 images which were rotated for experiment, the recognition rate is 100%.
The next experiment was image scaling experiment, the above 200 images were scaled randomly for face recognition experiment. Selecting 2 images for comparison , one image is been zoomed in, and the other is been zoomed out. The pulse ignition ratio sequences of these images are shown in figure 11 and figurer 12. The results of image scaling experiments show that images scaling has a little effect on image recognition.
The recognition rate of 200 images is 92.7% in image scaling experiment.
This article employs HSI-PCNN method for face recognition, selecting 400 face images, in which 100 images were used for training, the others 300 images were used for identifying, experimental result shows that the face recognition rate is 99.2%.When using GRAY-PCNN method for face recognition with above images, the recognition rate is 85.2%. The results show that the HSI-PCNN method for face recognition has high recognition rate and applicability.
At the same time, the face recognition method based on HSI-PCNN also has strong robustness. In the rotated image recognition experiment with 200 images, the recognition rate is 100%, in the experiment of scaling image recognition with 200 images, the recognition rate is 92.7%. These results indicate that HSI-PCNN face recognition method has strong robustness, it can play an important role in practical application.
Feature extraction method based on HSI-PCNN is whole feature extraction of image, the feature sequence of image is not changed when the image is rotated, so that the rotation of image has no effect for image recognition. But when image is scaled, the details of image pixels have been changed, the feature sequence of image also changed, so the recognition rate will reduce.
The background of face images in above experiments are relatively clean, it will be easier to realize face recognition in this case. Face recognition under complex background will be more difficult, it will be a research direction in future based on HSI-PCNN method.
The HSI-PCNN algorithm is simple, easy for hardware realization and running fast, so this method is very suitable for transplanting into the embedded DSP system which has a wide application prospect. At present, the optimization and transplantation of HSI-PCNN algorithm is what the authors are researching.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new method of PCNN face recognition based on HSI color space, this method retains the color information of face skin, experiments show that the method has high recognition rate and strong robustness, HSI-PCNN method can serve as a effective means for further study on face recognition. At the same time, because of the HSI-PCNN method has the advantages of simple hardware implementation, the method can be widely used in the field of embedded face recognition system. Studying in the future, the authors will focus on the application of HSI-PCNN method for face recognition in complex background, to further improve the algorithm, improve the robustness of the method, and also considering the extensive application of this method in the field of pattern recognition.
